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Abstract 
Methods from nonstandard mathematics are used to study restricted algebras of functions 
based on environment models of the lambda calculus and involving only those environments 
that agree cojiniteZy with some fixed environment. It is shown that such an algebra of functions 
is isomorphic to one in which all possible environments are present. 
This result has been used (Salibra and Goldblatt, 1996) to show that the class of functional 
lambda calculus algebras with all environments present is axiomatisable by finitely many equa- 
tional schemes that express the tl and /I axioms of lambda calculus. The construction given here 
is proposed as being more perspicuous and conceptually natural than the original standard argu- 
ment (Goldblatt, 1996), which used an ultrapower method. Here a nonstandard enlargement is 
used which requires a strengthening of Robinson’s notion of comprehensiveness, concerning the 
lifting of external functions to internal ones. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Lambda calculus; Environment models; Lambda abstraction algebras; Nonstandard 
mathematics 
1. Introduction 
Techniques and ideas originating in nonstandard analysis are adapted here to con- 
struct certain algebras of functions defined over environment models of the untyped 
lambda calculus. These functions map the set of all environments to the domain 
of values, and are themselves the denotations given by the model to lambda-terms. 
Algebras of this kind were introduced as functional lambda abstraction algebras 
(FLA’s) by Pigozzi and Salibra [17, 181. They also defined a weaker notion of point- 
relativised functional algebra (RFA), obtained by requiring functions only to be defined 
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on a “small” set of environments, namely those that agree cofinitely with some fixed 
environment. 
It turns out that RFA’s are somewhat easier to construct than FLA’s, and in [18] 
the class of algebras isomorphic to RFA’s was shown indirectly to be an equational 
class, by showing that it is closed under homomorphic images, subalgebras, and direct 
products. Moreover every RFA is a homomorphic image of a FLA, so this equational 
class is generated by the FLA’s. The status of the class of FLA’s itself was left open 
in [18]. 
The construction of this paper establishes that every RFA is isomorphic to an FLA, so 
that the class of algebras isomorphic to FLA’s proves to be the same as the equational 
class just mentioned. The essential point of the construction seems to be that by moving 
into the enlarged world of nonstandard entities, functions defined on a small set of 
environments can be “spread out” to become defined for all environments, and this can 
be done in a way that preserves the algebraic operations interpreting the tundamental 
term-forming operations of application and lambda abstraction. The result itself has 
been subsequently used [21] to show that this equational class of FLA’s is explicitly 
axiomatisable by finitely many equational schemes that express the c( and p axioms of 
lambda calculus. 
Our approach may seem foreign in this context, for instance to those who advocate 
constructive methods (cf. [ 131 however for the possibility of a constructive nonstandard 
analysis). But the advantage that is often claimed for nonstandard methods is that they 
can simplify complicated constructions and replace difficult arguments by conceptually 
clearer ones. A standard proof that every RFA is isomorphic to FLA can be given by an 
ultrapower construction that is sketched at the end of the paper, providing the reader 
with an opportunity to make a judgement about the claim of superiority of approach. 
The model theory of lambda calculus (and domain theory more generally) abounds 
with ideas about limits, approximation, and completion. These are the very notions 
that nonstandard analysis purports to render more tractable, and so there may well be 
other uses for it than the one given here (cf. [ 191 for an interpretation of programs 
in nonstandard models of arithmetic, and [14] for a use of reduced powers in domain 
constructions). 
2. Environment models 
Although the lambda calculus will be familiar to many readers, we begin with a re- 
view of its essential notions, if only for the benefit of nonstandard mathematicians 
for whom this is a new kind of application of their subject. The calculus is a theory 
of functions and functional application that was developed by Alonzo Church [3] around 
1928-1929, originally to provide a foundation for logic. It was used in the first char- 
acterisation of the class of computable functions (Church’s Thesis); has played an 
important role in proof theory; inspired the formulation of the programming language 
Lisp; and nowadays is the basis of the discipline of functional programming. 
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The syntax of the lambda calculus allows formation of terms M, N,. . . which are 
intended to denote functions. These terms are formed inductively from a set I of 
variables x, y, . . . by two operations: 
l Application: the term MN is intended to denote the result of applying the function 
denoted by term M to the entity denoted by N. 
l Abstraction: the term Lx.M is intended to denote the function which assigns to 
an entity v the denotation that the term M receives when the variable x is given 
value v. (Thus in a real analysis context, 2x.x2 would denote the squaring function, 
1x.e’ the exponential function, and so on.) To simplify notation, a term with nested 
abstractions like Ax.(ly . (1~ .M)) will be abbreviated to Axyz .M. 
A conceptual difficulty, arguably the reason for the long delay in development of 
a mathematical semantics for this syntax, is that application is to be totally defined, so 
that the denotation of any term can be applied as a function to any other denotation. 
In particular, self-application MM is allowed, suggesting that the denotation of M be 
thought of as a function that belongs to its own domain. But if V is the set of possible 
denotations of terms, then it has been known since the time of Cantor that the set Vi’ 
of functions from V to V is of larger cardinality than V (provided V has more than 
one element) and so V cannot be identified with V itself. One of the achievements 
of the work of Dana Scott in this context is to have shown how a topology can be 
defined on a suitable V to make the resulting space isomorphic to the space of all 
continuous functions V + V, in such a way that a tractable model theory for lambda 
calculus results. 
Axiomatically, the lambda calculus is a theory about equations between terms. To 
describe this we need to define free and bound variables. An occurrence of a variable 
x in a term is bound if it lies within the scope of a lambda abstraction lx; otherwise 
it is free. M[N/x] is the term obtained by substituting N for all free occurrences of x 
in M. N is free for x in M if no free occurrence of a variable in N becomes bound 
in M[N/x]. The two principal axiom schemes of the lambda calculus are 
(cz) ;Ix.M=Ay.M[y/x] if y does not occur free in M. 
(fi) (Ax.M)N =M[N/x] if N is free for x in M. 
Here (c() states that the names of bound variables do not matter, just as s f(x)dx = 
J .f(y)dy in integration theory. (fi) states that functional application can be computed 
by syntactic substitution. Thus in the language of arithmetic, if f is the function 
1,x.(x2 + 1) then f(2) is computed as (x2 + 1)[2/x] =22 + 1, etc. 
The rules for deriving equations from instances of (~1) and (p) are the usual ones 
from equational logic asserting that equality is a congruence for application and ab- 
straction: the following suffice 
from M=N and M=N’ derive N =N’; 
from M =M’ and N = N’ derive MN =M’N’; 
from M=N derive ix.M=ix.N. 
In the 1970s there was much work on models of the lambda calculus by Scott 
[22-251, Plotkin [ 15,161, Barendregt [ 1,2], Hindley and Longo [6], Meyer [ 1 l] and 
others. From this may be distilled the notion of a functional domain as a structure of 
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the form 
v= (V,*“,P), 
where V is a non-empty set, l ” a binary operation on V (“application”), and 1” 
a partial function from V” to V (“abstraction”) such that the condition 
P(f) l “u = f(v) 
holds for all f in the domain of A”, and all u E V. 
The operation l ” induces a map @” from V to V”, identifying each u E V with the 
function Q”(u) : V --+ V that acts by “left multiplication”: 
@“(U)(U) = 2.4 .” u. 
Then the previous equation amounts to the requirement that 
@“(W)) = f. 
It follows that 1” is injective, and therefore associates a unique element of V with 
each function in the domain of A”. (~3” however need not be injective: it may map 
different elements of V to the same function in V”.) 
Now fix a set I of variables for constructing lambda calculus terms. An element p 
of V’, assigning values in V to variables, will be called an environment. For v E V and 
x E Z, p{ v/x} E V’ is the new environment that updates p by assigning v to x. Thus 
P{4XHY) = 
{ 
P(Y) if Y #4 
V if y=x. 
This machinery is used to define the denotation of a term M as a function 
V(M):V’+V 
from environments to values. For each p E V’, the element V(M)(p) of V is the value 
of A4 in environment p. The above descriptions of intended denotations suggest that 
this value be specified inductively by the equations 
W)(P) = P(X)> 
VWW(p) = wf)(p)*” wwp), 
V(~x.W(p) = W), 
where f : V --+ V is the function assigning to each v the value 
f(u) = V(W(Aa/x)) 
that the term M gets when the variable x is given value u and the environment p is 
otherwise unchanged. In “tuple notation”, 
f = (VW)(P{4X)) : fl E V). 
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Of course this definition will only make sense if the function f actually belongs to the 
domain of il”. An environment model [ll, p. 961 is a functional domain in which this 
requirement is always satisfied, so that the denotation of every term is defined. Meyer 
expresses the view that “environment models are the natural, most general formulation 
of what might be meant by mathematical models for the untyped lambda calculus”. 
An equation M =N is valid in V if M and N have the same denotation in V, i.e. 
the functions V(M) and V(N) are identical. Any equation derivable in the lambda 
calculus is valid in all environment models [ 11, p. 1131. 
3. Functional lambda abstraction algebras 
In an environment model V, the collection 
V(n) = {V(M) : M is a term} 
of denotations of terms forms an algebra of functions which contains the distinguished 
elements V(x) for x EZ and is closed under the operations that define V(MN) and 
V(Ax.M) out of V(M) and V(N). Such algebras of functions can be described directly 
in the language of functional domains, as follows. Let 
&={f:v’L-V} 
be the set of all functions from environments to values in V. The element xv/ of V, 
is defined by putting 
XV’(P) = P(X) 
for any x E I and p E VI, while a binary operation l “I on I$ is defined by 
(f l “‘S)(P)=f(Pb”dP). 
A function f E l$ will be called V-admissible if for each p E V’ and each x E I the 
function 
(f(P{v/x)):v~ V) 
belongs to the domain of 2”. In particular the functions {x”~ :x E I} are all V-admissible 
iff the domain of Iv contains all the constant functions (U : v E V) for u E V as well as 
the identity function (v : v E V). 
If ,f is V-admissible then we can define (lxvl. f) E V, by 
(nxVf.f)(P)=~“((f(P{v/x}):vE V)). 
If A C_ V, is a set of V-admissible functions that includes {xv1 :x E I} and is closed 
under the binary operation l “, and the unary operations Ax”,, then the algebra 
A=(A,~V’,{~xV’:x~I},{~V’:~~Z}) 
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is a functional lambda abstraction algebra of dimension I. We use the acronym FLAJ 
for the class of all functional lambda abstraction algebras of dimension I, and refer to 
a member of this class as “an FLA1”. 
Thus when a functional domain is an environment model, the set V(A) of denotations 
of lambda calculus terms forms an FLAI. Further discussion of the relationship between 
FLAl’s and environment models may be found in Section 5 of [ 181. 
4. LAA's 
The definition of an FL& is concrete in that its operations are determined in a fixed 
set-theoretic way from the structure of its underlying functional domain. We may ask if 
there is an abstract characterisation available, such as an equational axiomatisation of 
the class FLAT. This is a very natural and often posed mathematical question. By way of 
analogy, consider the notion of a permutation algebra as a collection of permutations 
that is closed under the operations of composing and inverting permutations. Any group 
is isomorphic to one of these permutation algebras with concretely described operations, 
so the class of all permutation algebras is identifiable with the class of all models of 
the abstract axioms for a group. Here we are asking “is there an analogue for FLAl’s 
of the group axioms?” 
An answer is provided by the notion of a lambda abstraction algebra of dimension 
I, which is an algebra of the form 
A=(A,.*,{k.x*: xEz},{x*:XEI}) 
satisfying the following equations and quasi-equations for x, y,z E I and 5, ,u, v E A. 
Here we simplify notation by suppressing the A-superscripts and abbreviating Ax(c) to 
2x.<, ;lx(Ay(t)) to lxy.l, and (0~ to 5~. 
(81) (2x.xX = 5 
(82) (~x.r>5=v, X#Y 
(83) (nx.Ox= i: 
(84) (~xx.s)P==x.5 
(85) (nx.tlP)v = (~~.Oo~X.P)V) 
(P6) (~Y.~)Z=~~(~~Y.~)~==Y.(~~.~)~L, x#Y, z#Y 
(a) (1y.<)z={+~X.~=;Iy.(~x.r)y, z#y. 
To avoid possible confusion, it is worth emphasising that in these axioms 5, p, v serve 
as variables ranging over the set A, while the lambda calculus “variable” x is interpreted 
as the distinguished element x* of A, and the abstraction operator Ix is interpreted as 
the unary operation IX* on A. 
The class of lambda abstraction algebras of dimension I is denoted LAAf. In the 
presence of the other axioms, (p6) and (a) are equivalent to 
(a;) (ixY.5)((ilY.~)z)=~Y.(~x.5)((/2Y.~)z), X#Y> Z#Y 
(a’) Ix.(~y.~)z=;ly.(lX.(~y.~)z)Y, zf y 
so LAAI is an equational class of algebras. 
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An alternative presentation of these axioms can be given by introducing an algebraic 
version of the syntactic operation of substitution of a term for a variable. For x E I and 
a,bEA, define 
S;(a) := (Lx* .a)b. 
S:(a) may be viewed as “a with b substituted for free x”, but is defined in terms of 
Ax in accordance with the (j?) axiom scheme. Then 
d*a:={xEZ:S~(a)#a for some bEA) 
may be viewed as the set of variables that are “free in a in A”. With these concepts 
the axioms for LAAl’s can be reformulated as the more readable substitution properties 
(PI) s;(x)=& 
- substituting 5 for x in x gives 5. 
(82) s;(Y)=Y? Y#Xi 
- substituting for x in y # x has no effect 
(03) ma = 4; 
- substituting x for x has no effect 
(P4) q~x.s)=~x.t; 
- x is not free for substitution in Ax. 5 
CBS) %(b) = qxsYwL); 
- substitution commutes with application 
(P6) Y4d~~-,s~(llY.~)=lY.s~(5), x#Y; 
_ substitution commutes with abstraction of a variable y not free in the substi- 
tuting term 
(a) y~&4x.~=~y.s;(~). 
The class LAAI was introduced by Pigozzi and Salibra [ 17, 181 to develop an algebraic 
theory that stands to the lambda calculus in the same relation that Boolean algebra 
stands to propositional calculus and cylindric algebra [8] stands to quantificational logic. 
Every FLAI is a LAAl [18, Theorem 3.71. In [21] the converse is established: every 
LA& is isomorphic to a FLAr. Thus the LAAI axioms provide a characterisation of the 
class of functional lambda abstraction algebras by finitely many equational schemes. 
This situation contrasts markedly with cylindric algebra theory, where the analogue 
of FLAl’s are the representable cylindric set algebras, which are algebras of sets of 
sequences constructible from models of first-order logic. They too form a variety, but 
one that is not axiomatisable by finitely many equational schemes [ 121. 
5. Point-relativised functional algebras 
On the set V’ of environments of a functional domain, define an equivalence relation 
=w by putting 
/ 
p --w q’ iff {x E Z : p(x) #q(x)} is finite. 
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So p+,q when p and q agree on a cojinite subset of 1. For instance, p+ p{v/x} 
in general. For a particular environment r E V’, let 
y’={qE V’:r-,q} 
be the sw -equivalence class of r. Note that y1 can be much smaller than V’: if both 
V and I are countably infinite then so is I$I’, while V’ is uncountable. On the other 
hand, if I is finite then K’ = VI. 
The construction of FLAl’s can be relativised in this context, by replacing V’ every- 
where by v,‘. We write &,r for the set of all functions from I$I to V. Then xv,, E & 
is the restriction of xv1 to yl=‘, while over is the binary operation on fi,r defined in the 
same manner as l v/. Thus 
x”kr( p) = p(x) 
(fJr d(P)=f(PbVdP) 
for p E F$’ and f, g E &. A function f E kjr will be called VT-admissible if the func- 
tion ( f (p{v/x}) : v E V) belongs to the domain of 1” whenever p E v,‘. If f is V,- 
admissible then we have (ilx”~. f) E & defined by 
(nxV?f)(p>=P((f(p{v/x}):vE V)). 
If A C I& is a set of V,-admissible functions that includes {xv”, :x E I} and is closed 
under the operations l “Lr and Ix’L~, then the algebra 
A= (z4,.v1~r,{2xv~r :xEZ},{X~~J :x~l}) 
is a point-relativised functional lambda abstraction algebra of dimension I, or RFAI. 
This algebra satisfies the LAAI axioms. 
Every FLAI can be decomposed as a subdirect product of RFAp with the same 
underlying functional domain [ 18, Proposition 3.131. To see how, let A be an FLA, 
with functional domain V. Then for each r E V’ and f E A let fr E F& be the restriction 
of f to y’. The map 8, : f H fr is a homomorphism from A onto an RFAI A,. The 
product map 6’ : f H ( fi : r E V’) then gives the desired subdirect embedding 
O:A-+ n A,. 
7-E V’ 
It was shown in [18, Corollary 7.51 that the class IRFAI of algebras isomorphic to 
RFAl’s is an equational class, or variety, by proving that it is closed under homomor- 
phic images, subalgebras, and direct products. From the subdirect decomposition just 
described it then follows that FLA, C IRFAI. Furthermore it was shown that every RFA, 
is a homomorphic image of an FLAl [18, Proposition 5.131, implying that the variety 
IRFAI is generated by FLA,. 
Subsequently it was established [5] that every RFAI is isomorphic to an FLAI, show- 
ing that IFLAI = IRFAI, so the algebras isomorphic to functional lambda abstraction 
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algebras form a variety. This was demonstrated by showing that an RF& A is isomor- 
phic to an FLAI whose functional domain is an ultrapower of the domain underlying 
A. The construction was then used in [21] to prove the above mentioned result that 
LAAr = IFLAI, giving an explicit equational axiomatisation of FLAI. 
6. Universes 
Take an RFAI A based on a functional domain V, with its underlying set A contained 
in V,,, for some environment r E V’. The ultrapower construction just mentioned which 
embeds A into an FL/$ can be replaced by one using ideas from nonstandard analysis. 
The setting for this will now be described. 
Let IL1 be a set-theoretic “universe” containing I and V. Those familiar with non- 
standard foundations may take U to be the superstructure over I U V (cf. Section IO), 
but all that one needs to know about U is this: 
l 111 is a set that contains the sets I and V, and is transitive in the sense that if B is any 
set belonging to U then all members of B belong to U (i.e. B C U). In particular, 
any member of I or V belongs to U. 
l for any set BE U there is a transitive set C E U with B C C. 
l If a set B belongs to U then so does its powerset P(B). Hence by transitivity all 
subsets of B belong to U. 
It follows that for any set BE U, the set 
&(B) = {C C A : C is finite} 
of all finite subsets of B must belong to U, since Pjn(B) G 9’(B) E LJ. 
l If b, c E U, then the pair-set {b, c} belongs to U. Hence U is closed under forma- 
tion of ordered pairs (b, c) = {{b}, {b, c}}, and therefore under n-tuple formation in 
general if we iteratively define 
@I,..., &+I) = ((h, . . ..bn).bn+l). 
l If sets B, C belong to U, then so does the Cartesian product set B x C. Consequently 
any function of the form f : B 4 C belongs to U, being a subset of B x C. Also any 
function value f(b) belongs to U (where b E B), since f(b) E C E U . Moreover, the 
set CB of all functions from B to C belongs to UJ, since CB C P(B x C) E UJ. 
These conditions ensure that U contains the following entities: 
_ the function sets V’, V’, VI, K1:‘, Qv (for any r~ v,‘); 
_ the binary operation 0’; 
_ the function A”, as well as its domain dom 2” C V ‘; 
_ the binary operation l V~r and the functions ilxvLr on VI,,.; 
_ underlying set A C f$ of the algebra A; 
_ the elements xvl,r of A; 
_ the set 9fin(1) of all finite subsets of 1. 
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The method of nonstandard analysis is to embed UJ into another universe U’ and use 
the new entities in U’ to facilitate the study of entities in U. The connection between 
the two universes is given by a transfer principle asserting that satisfaction of certain 
properties, expressible by sentences of a formal language LZU, is invariant in passing 
between 111 and RJ’. The syntax of this language will now be described (cf. [4, Ch. l] 
or [7, Ch. II] for a full exposition). 
2’~ has a list of variables, for which we use a variety of symbols that will be evident 
from the context. Each member of U is an individual constant of 2~. A string of 
symbols is called a term if it is 
- a variable; or 
- a constant; or 
- of the form (oi,..., on), with ~1,. . , on being previously defined terms; or 
_ of the form ~(01,. . . ,on), with 01,. . . , on given terms and p either a constant denoting 
an n-ary function or else a variable. 
The atomic formulae are equations IJ = z and membership relations a E r between 
terms. Formulae are constructed from these by using 
- the logical connectives A (and), v (or), 1 (not), -+ (implies), H (ill); 
and 
_ the two bounded quantifiers forms 
(V~EA) and (3~ EA), 
where p is a variable and A is a set in U. 
We will adopt customary conventions, like using infix notation for function-value terms 
involving binary operations to write a*“7 and amvLrz; and writing a 6 r for -(a E z) 
etc. 
Thus if f, g belong to Q,;,r and x belongs to 1, the following _Y’r, -sentences express 
the definitions of X”‘J and f l vLrg: 
(VP E wxvLr(P> = P(X)) (1) 
(VP E v:‘>(f*VL’s(P> = f(P)*Vd) (2) 
In these sentences x,xvLr, f, g, f l 'Lrg are all constants. The sentence 
(V’p E domA”) (Vu E V)(J.V(p)=Vv = p(v)) (3) 
asserts that V is a functional domain, while 
states the definition of v,‘, by stating that the members of I$1 are precisely those 
members p of V’ that agree with r outside some finite subset J of I. 
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7. Enlargement 
Let U’ be a second universe containing I and V, equipped with a transfer map 
U 2 U’ taking each b E U to an entity *b E U’, and satisfying 
*b = b, for all b E I U V. 
Under the action of this map each Zu-formula cp transforms to a new formula *cp 
referring to entities of UJ’. More precisely, if CJ is an _5!~-term, let *(r be the result of 
replacing each constant b occurring in (T by *b (hence any member of I U V occurring 
as a constant in cp is left as it is). Then *‘p is obtained by replacing each occurrence 
of an Zu-term a in cp by *a, and each occurrence of a quantifier Vp E A or 3p E A 
by Vp E *A or 3p E *A. As a fundamental axiom we have the 
Transfer Principle. An _9?~-sentence q is true if, and only if, its transform *‘p is true. 
Using this principle it can be shown that the transfer map preserves many set- 
theoretic operations [4, Section 1.7; 7, Section 11.31: 
b=c iff *b=*c 
bEC iff *bE*C 
BGC iff *BC_*C 
*(B#C) = *B#*C where # is any of rl, U, -, x 
*@ I ,..., b,) = (*bl,..., *b,). 
Note that for any subset X of I U V, if b EX then b = *b E *X, so X C *X. In particular 
IC*Z and VC*V. 
If b E U, then *b is called a standard member of U’. Members of standard sets are 
called internal, i.e. an element b of UJ’ is internal iff there is some set BE U with 
b E *B. The class of internal sets is closed under r-&U, -, x. A member of RJ’ that is 
not internal is called external. 
The transfer map does not preserve powersets. In general an element of *S(B) is a 
subset of *B, so *P(B) C S(*B). However there may be external subsets of *B that 
do not belong to *P(B). The precise relationship is 
*P(B) = {C & *B : C is internal}. 
If UJ contains a function f : B -+ C, then *f will be a function from *B to *C such 
that *(f(b))=*f(*b) for all bEB. Thus 
dom*f =*(domf). 
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Every member of *(B’) will be a mnction from “B to *C, but as with power sets, 
function spaces are not preserved and instead we have 
*(B’)= {g:g is internal and *B 3 *C}. 
We need a further principle to ensure that these distinctions are meaningful, and in 
particular that there exist internal entities that are not standard. We say that U’ (more 
accurately U’ together with the specified transfer map) is an edargement of U when 
the following holds: 
For each set BE U we have *9$,(B) C *P(B) C P(*B). Members of *Pjn(B) are 
if B E U is a collection of sets with the jinite intersection property, then there 
is an element of RJ’ that belongs to *C for every C E B, so 
n{*c:cEB} # 0. 
called hyper$nite subsets of “B. All finite subsets of *B prove to be hype&mite, but 
some infinite subsets may be hyperfinite as well. Indeed the enlargement condition is 
equivalent to 
if B E U then there is a hyperjinite subset J of *B that contains all the standard 
entities of *B: 
{*b : b E B} &J E *9&,(B). 
Thus if OJ’ is an enlargement, then 
there exists a hyperjinite set J E *9jn(l) with I C J E *I. (5) 
This is the only consequence of the enlargement property that will be needed below. 
The binary operation l ” on I’ transfers to a binary operation on *V which we will 
denote l *‘, rather than *(a’). The function il “, defined on a subset of I/“, transfers to 
a function *A” with 
dom *AV = *(domRV) c “(V’), 
so the domain of *A” is a set of internal functions from *V to *V. Applying the 
Transfer Principle to sentence (3) gives that 
(V’p E dom *A”) (Vu E * V)(*A”(p) a*” v = p(v)), 
which shows that the structure 
*v = (” y, .*v, *A”) (6) 
is a functional domain. (It would be appropriate to re-label *A’ as 2*v, but we will 
continue to emphasise that it is the transfer of A”.) 
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8. Uniform comprehensiveness 
The set y’ of environments agreeing cofinitely with r transfers to a set 
of internal functions from *I to * V. The exact nature of *( 5’) can be deduced by 
applying the Transfer Principle to the sentence (4), to obtain 
This tells us that the members of *(v,‘) are precisely those internal functions from *Z 
to *V that agree co-hyperjnitely with *r : *I -+ *V, i.e. agree with *r outside some 
hyperfinite subset J of *I. 
We are going to show that there is a natural embedding 
(-)r:*v’+*(yl) (7) 
that takes an arbitrary function p : I + * V to an element pr of *( yl) which extends 
p. (Note that *VI will always mean (*V)‘, not *(VI).) To define pl we will first 
extend p to an internal function *Z + *V and then modify it to another such function 
which still extends p but agrees with *r co-hyperfinitely. 
Now in general an enlargement U -% 111’ is called comprehensive if for each set 
BE U and each internal set DE U’, for any function f : B + D there is an internal 
function g : *B + D which extends f in the sense that for all b E B, g(*b) = f(b). 
This notion was introduced by Abraham Robinson in order to be able to extend a se- 
quence {f(n): n E N} of elements of D to an internal “hypersequence” {g(n): n E *N} 
of D-elements. Uses of comprehensiveness to date have typically been of this kind 
and have made an arbitrary choice of the extended function. There may be many 
ways to extend f to an internal g, but any of them would do for the application in 
mind. 
For our present purposes in extending any p : I 4 * V to an internal *I -+ * V, rather 
than make an arbitary choice we need to control the way the extended function varies 
as p does. The precise requirement is this 
Uniformity Conditions. There is an operation p H +p assigning to each p : I -+ *V 
an internal function +p : *I + *V extending p, such that 
(Ul) $ p,q E *VI agree except on a jinite subset of I (p zw q), then +p and +q dz@r 
only on this subset, i.e. they are identical on *I -I; 
(U2) $ p E V’, the extension “p is just the function *p : *I ---f * V given by the transfer 
map. 
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Condition Ul is very much in the spirit of nonstandard analysis. Indeed for p, q E V’ 
the condition is fulfilled by the transfer map itself. For in that case if p and q agree 
except at xl,..., x,, E Z, then applying the Transfer Principle to 
w’5Eo[5#xl A... A 5 #XII + P(O = q(C)1 
shows that *p and *q agree on *I - {xl,. . . ,x,}. 
It will be assumed from now on that we are working with an enlargement of Iu 
that satisfies the Uniformity Conditions. Section 10 will present a proof that such 
enlargements exist. 
Fix a hyperfinite set J & *Z that contains Z, as in (5). Then for each p E *V’ define 
Pr . -*I-+* V by putting 
PAZ) = 
+p(z) if z E J, 
*r(z) ifz E *I -J. 
pl is the disjoint union of the two functions +p 1 J and *r 1 (*I - J), each of which 
is internal as it is the restriction of an internal function to an internal subset of its 
domain. Hence pr is internal, and moreover was defmed to agree with *r outside the 
hyperfinite set J, so belongs to *(I$I) according to our description of the latter given 
just prior to (7) above. Then the map p H p,. is the desired embedding (7). Note that 
since pr agrees with ‘p on J it agrees with p on I. 
Lemma 8.1. For all p E *VI, x E Z, and u E * V, 
Proof. p{v/x} belongs to *VI and agrees with p except (possibly) at x. Hence by 
uniformity condition Ul, +(p{u/x}) and ‘p agree except at x. Thus 
l On *Z -J, (P{~/x}), and pr{ u/x} both agree with *r. 
l On J - (~1, (P{u/x))~ g a rees with +(p{u/x}) and hence by the above with +p; 
while p,{u/x} agrees with pr, and hence also with ‘p. 
l At x, (p{u/x}), agrees with p{u/x} ( since x E Z), so takes value u; while pr{ v/x} 
takes value u by definition. 0 
Lemma 8.2. Zf p E F$I’, then pr = *p. 
Proof. By U2 *p = +p, so *p agrees with pr on J. But since p E f$I’, p agrees with 
r outside some finite set K CZ. Hence by Transfer (as shown above), *p agrees with 
*r on *Z - K. Since K c J, *p then agrees with *r on *I -J, i.e. it agrees with pr 
on *Z-J. 0 
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9. The isomorphism 
Let us return to the RFAJ A based on V. We will show that A is isomorphic to a 
full functional algebra (FLAI) based on the functional domain *V defined in (6). 
Now each element f of I$, is a function of the form c’ + I/ and so transfers 
to a function *f:*(v,')--+* V. Composing this with the embedding (7) then gives a 
function *VI + * V that will be denoted f3( f ): 
* I V 0: *(v,‘) 
Nf)\ J*f 
*V 
Thus &f)(p) = *f (p,) for all p E *VI. We will see below that e(f) extends f (since 
I$I C V’ C * V’, the domain of f is included in that of 0( f )). This construction defines 
a map 
where *VT is the set of all maps of the form *I” -+ * V (Section 3). It will be shown 
that 9 is an injection which preserves LAAI-operations: 
e(xvq =x*“/ (8) 
(9) 
(10) 
with the last equation holding whenever f is V,-admissible. 
Since A is an RFAI based on V, its underlying set A consists of V,.-admissible 
functions, including all the distinguished elements xv,,. Thus (8)-( 10) imply that e(A) 
contains the distinguished elements x ‘“1 and is closed under the operations l *‘I and 
jl_X*vr, so that 
is an FI_Al isomorphic to the RFAI A. 
Proof that 8 is injective. Let f, g E I& with f # g, Then for some p E F$I', f(p) # g(p). 
Now f(p)=*(f(p)), since f(p)E V, and *(f(p))=*f(*p) since the transfer map 
preserves function values, so 
f (P)=*f (*PI 
= *f (Pr) by Lemma 8.2 
= e(f)(p) definition of 8 
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(this is the argument that shows Q(f) extends f). Likewise g(p) = O(g)(p), and so 
O(f) and O(g) differ at the element p. 
Proof of (8). The key to this is to Transfer the definition (1) of xvbr, to obtain 
(VP E *K%*mP> = P(X)) (11) 
Then for any p E *VI, 
q&q(p)= *xv,, (pr) definition of 8 
= PAX) by (11) 
= P(X) asxE1 
=x ‘“‘(P) definition of x’“‘. 
Hence B(xvLr) =x*“l. 
Proof of (9). If f ,g E c,,,, Transfer of the definition (2) of f l “Lrg gives 
(VP E *K’))(*(f *“L’S)(P) = *f (P)**“*g(P)) 
(recall from (6) that. *” is the transfer of 0”). Then for any p E *VI, 
e(f*““‘g)(p)= *(f*““‘g)(Pr) definition of 0 
= *f(Pr)**“*g(Pr) by (12) 
= e( f )(p)-*“e(g)(p) definition of 0 
= [O( f )-*“‘e(g)](p) definition of .*“I 
(12) 
SO e( f .vLrg) = e( f )o*Vfe(g). 
Proof of (10). Let f be V,.-admissible and x EZ. The strategy of the proof is as for 
(8) and (9): showing that the operation in question is preserved will involve Trans- 
ferring its definition. First, in order for Ax*“I.B( f) to be defined O(f) itself must be 
*V-admissible, which requires that for each p E *VI the function 
(e(f )(pwx)): 0 E *v 
belongs to dom *I”. To show this we use 
Lemma 9.1. Let f be V,.-admissible and x E I. Then for all p E *( K1), 
(1) (*f(p{u/x}):vE *V) l dom*A”; and 
(2) *n”((*f(p{v/x}): VE *v))=*(nx”“5f)(p). 
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With this result, *V-admissibility of 0(f) follows because if p E *VI then 
B(f)(p{u/x})= *f((p{u/x}),) definition of 8 
= *f(pr{o/x}) by Lemma 8.1, 
so 
(w-)(P{u/x)): UE *v = (*.f(Prw)): fJE *0 
which belongs to dom *A” by Lemma 9.1( 1) as pr E *(cI). Then 
e(nx”q)(p)= *(nX”?f)(pr) definition of 8 
=*Iz”((*f(p,.{u/x}): UE *V)) by Lemma 9.1(2) 
=*A”((tI(f)(p{u/x}): UE *V)) as above 
= @X’“Q(f))(P) definition of AX*“/. 
Thus t$Ix”%j-) = Ix’ v1.0(f), i.e. (10) holds. 
Proof of Lemma 9.1. This is the final piece of the puzzle to be put in place. The 
function f is V,-admissible, which means that 
(Y’p E V,‘)((f(p{u/x}): UE V) l dom A”). (13) 
Lemma 9.1( 1) is essentially the Transfer of this statement, but we cannot obtain this 
directly since the expression (f(p{u/x}) : ti E V) is not part of the language P’u, nor 
indeed is p{ u/x}. We can spell the statement (13) out as 
(V’p E cl)(+ E domA”)“v]= (f(p{u/x}): UE V)“, 
defining “q = (f(p{u/x}) : u E V) ” to be 
(Vu E V)(X E dom f)(“ I = P{U/X} ” A r(u) = f(i)), 
where “ [ = p{ u/x} ” is the Zu-formula 
(V’5 E I)[< fx + ((5) = A81 A Rx) = u. 
When (13) is unravelled in this way into an Tu-formula and Transfer is applied, we 
obtain 
(Y’p E *( <1))(3v E dom *A”)(Y’v E * V)(3[ E dom *f) 
((V’5 E *r)K #x + i(r) = /NOI A t-(x) = u A vi(u) = *.m>>. 
But this is a formalisation of Lemma 9.1( 1 ), stating that 
(V’p E *( v;‘))(3q E dom *A”)” q = (*f(p{u/x}) : u E *V) “. 
To prove Lemma 9.1(2), we proceed in a similar way, using the fact that 
0(f(P{u/xD u E V)) = (QLr.f)(p) 
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by definition of (Ax”~~~.~). This spells out as 
(@ E cz)(3q E dom A”)(” q= (f(p{v/x}) : v E V) “A A”(q) = (k~“~~.f)(p)), 
and when Transfer is applied it becomes 
(~~~**(~~))(3~~dom*~“)(“~=(~(p{v/x}):v~*V)”~*~”(~) 
= *(@q-)(p)), 
which is Lemma 9.1(2). 
This completes the proof that the RFA, A is isomorphic to the FLAI B(A). 
10. Justifying uniform enlargement 
We will now show that the ultrapower construction of an enlargement [4, Sec- 
tion 1.41, [7, Section II.41 produces one that satisfies the Uniformity Conditions Ul 
and U2. First, we review the construction itself. 
Let U be the superstructure over Z U V, defined by 
u n+l = UY U~wl), 
u= ; UJ,. 
n=O 
This (u is a universe having all the set-theoretic closure properties specified in 
Section 6. Now let X be an infinite set, and 9 a non-principal ultrafilter on X. For 
any functions f, g E Ux and set B E U, put 
f =sg iff {iEX: f(i)=g(i)}EF, 
f EFg iff {iEX: f(i)Eg(i)}EF, 
f Ep:B iff {iEX: f(i)EB}EF. 
Define an increasing chain ZO C 21 C . . . . . of subsets of Ux by putting 
Zn={f EWf E$FUn}, 
and let Z be the union of this chain. For f E ZO let [f ] = {g E ZO : f =,p g}, and put 
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Thus U’ is the superstructure over Uh. For b E U,, let 6~ Z, be the mnction with 
constant value b. The map b +-+b of UJ into Z composes with a map f+-+ [f] of Z 
into U’ to give a transfer map. [f] has already been defined for f E Zs. Proceeding 
inductively, for g E Zn+i - Z, put 
Then [g] proves to be a subset of UJI, and hence a member of UL,,. Moreover, for 
f, g E Z it turns out that 
and hence 
Define *b to be [b] to obtain the transfer map U 5 U’, and identity b with *b whenever 
b E I U V, so that we can assume I U V C UL. The fact that this map fulfills the Transfer 
Principle is established by a version of Los’s Theorem [4, Section 1.7; 7, Section 11.41, 
namely 
&([fi],. . . , [&I) is true if, and only if, {i EX: cp(fi(i),. . . ,fm(i)) is true} E 9. 
The transfer of a function from UJ can be determined “coordinate-wise”. In particular, 
if p:I-+V then *p:*I-+*V is given by 
*P(W) = [(p(f(i)) : i EWI = [P 0 fl. (14) 
Here, since *Z = [ ?] a typical member of *Z is representable in the form [f] with 
f +Z. But we may choose the representative f in such a way that f(i) EZ for all 
i EX, so that p(f (i)) is always defined with p o f ~9 V. 
Enlargement: In order to show that this construction produces an enlargement it 
is necessary to use a particular ultrafilter [7, p. 901: take X = Yj&UJ), the set of 
all finite subsets of U, and let 9 be an ultrafilter on this X that contains the sets 
A’j={iEX:jsi} for eachjEX. Then ifBEU, define a function f onX by 
f(i) = i n B E 9j+(B). 
This makes f ET 9jjfl(B), so if J = [f], then 
J 6 [~$,@>I = *~fi@>. 
Furthermore, if b E B then 
{iEX:bE f(i)}=X{,}EF-, 
so bE,- f and therefore [b] E [f], . t.e. *b E J. In particular when B = I, this establishes 
the enlargement condition (5) that we used. 
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Uniformity: The Uniformity Conditions hold for any ultrapower construction of U’. 
To see this, associate with each b E *V a representative t,+b E 2 such that b = [&,I. 
This entails that $b ~9 V, but more strongly we will choose $b so that the following 
conditions are satisfied : 
(i) &b(i) E V for all i EX; 
(ii) if b E V, then ll/b = b, the constantly b-valued function on X. 
(note that condition (ii) preserves (i)). 
Now given a function p : I -+ *V, to define +p : *I --f *V take any c E *I and represent 
c as [f] with f(i) E I for all i EX. Put 
+P<[fl) = [(&p(f(i))(i) : i EJ31. 
Since &lp(f(i))(i) E V in general by (i), we do indeed get ‘p([f]) E *V. For each i EX 
define 
g(i) = (&+)(i> :x E 0, 
so that g(i) E V’. This specifies g : X -+ V’. Because each g(i) is a function from I to 
V with 
s(W(i)) = $&f(i))(i), 
with the help of Los’s Theorem it can then be seen that [g] is a G.mction from *Z to 
*V with [g]([f]) = ‘p([f]). But V’ E UJ, for some n (actually n = 4), so that g E Z, 
and [g] E *LJjn, making +p = [g] an internal function. Moreover, this function extends 
p, since for x E I, 
‘p(x) = ‘P( Fl > x identified with *x = [X ] 
= [ ($pp(X,(i) :  EX)] definition of “p 
= [Icrpd 
= P(X) definition of e. 
Proof of Ul. Suppose p and q belong to *VI and agree except at x1,. . . ,x,. Consider 
c E *Z with c $ {*XI,. . . , *xm}. We have to show ‘p(c) =+q(c). Now if c = [f], then 
for l<k<m and so 
But for i E Y, p(f(i)) =q(f(i)) by hypothesis, so the set 
{i E X : $‘p(f(i))(i) = ti&f(i))(i)) 
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includes Y and therefore belongs to %, implying that 
($$(f(i))(i) : i E X) =.F (b&-(i))(i) : i E W. 
Hence ‘p( [f]) = +q([f]), as desired. 
Proof of U2. Suppose p E V’. Let [f] E *Z with f(i) E I in general. Then p(f(i)) E V, 
so by the choice condition (ii), 1Clp(f(i)) is the constantly p(f(i))-valued function. Hence 
‘p([f]) = [(p(f(i)) : i EX)] definition of ‘p 
= *PKfl) by (14). 
This proves ‘p = *p, 
General uniformity: Ul and U2 have been stated for the special sets I and Y, but 
the kind of internal lifting of functions they describe can be developed more generally. 
By adapting the arguments just given it can be shown that any aJ’ obtained from the 
ultrapower construction satisfies the following. 
For each set B E OJ and internal set D E UJ’ there is an operation p H ‘p assigning 
to each p : B -+ D an internal function “p : *B --+ D extending p via the transfer map 
B -r, *B 
P\ J ‘P 
D 
i.e. +p(*b) = p(b) for all b E B, such that 
(Ul) if p,q EP agree except on a jinite subset of B, then ‘p and ‘q difir only on 
(the *-image of) this subset; 
(U2) if D = *C for some C E RJ, and p : B -+ *C itserf extends some f : B ---f C via the 
transfer map, i.e. p(b) = *(f(b)), then ‘p is just *f : *B --+ *C 
B A*B 
J-L P\ I+P=*/- 
cA*c 
11. The standard proof 
If A is an RFAI based on a functional domain V, then there is a FLAI isomorphic to 
A whose functional domain is an ultrapower of V. Its construction uses an ultrafilter 
% on the set X = %j&) of all finite subsets of I that contains the sets {i E X :x E i} 
for all x E I. Also required is a “choice function” 
ch : Vx/% + ( VX)’ 
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which assigns to each element S of the ultrapower Vx/% an “I-tuple” 
ch(S) = (ch(S), :x E I) 
of functions ch(S), E Vx, with ch(S), E S for all x E I. Such a ch then induces a map 
ch’ : ( Vx/%)’ -+ (V’f 
such that if p = (pn :x E I) E ( Vx/%)‘, then ch+(p) = (ch+(p)(i) : i EX) is given by 
ch+(p)(i)=(ch(p,),(i):xEZ) 
In other words, chf is specified by the requirement that 
ch+(p)($ = ch(p,),(i). 
Now the underlying set A of A is a collection of functions of the form I$’ + V. To 
represent A as an FLA, we need a map 
i3:A + (Vx/%),, 
where ( VX/%)~ is the collection of functions of the form ( Vx/%)’ -+ Vx/%. To make 
this work the choice function has to satisfy the following constraints: 
l chTp)(i) E I$’ for all p E ( Vx/%)’ and all i E X; 
l for each s E v,’ there exists a p” E ( Vx/%)’ such that ch+(p”)(i) = s for %-almost 
all i, i.e. {i : chf(p’)(i) =s} E %. 
Once it has been shown that such a ch exists, then for each function f EA, and each 
p E (I?%)‘, we can define 
O(f)(p) = (f(ch+(p)(i)) : i 6X)/% E ( Vx/%). 
This specifies 0 as a map of the right type. We also need to lift the functional do- 
main structure from V to the ultrapower Vx/%. The way to do this, and the detailed 
arguments showing that 0 is then an isomorphism onto an FLAr based on this new 
functional domain, may be found in [5]. 
This intricate construction derives from work on ultrapowers in the representation 
theory of cylindric set algebras [9, 1.7.13; 10, 3.1.1021. In relation to the method of 
the present paper it might be said that we have not really simplified an ultrapower 
construction, but just moved the ultrapower to somewhere else, viz. the creation of the 
enlargement U’. In response to that a number of points can be made. 
First, the existence of enlargements has much greater importance and far wider 
ramifications than the use made of them here. They provide a framework for the re- 
assessment of, and a new approach to, a vast range of the mathematical spectrum. This 
framework could be developed from a more descriptive or axiomatic point of view, in 
which the property of enlargement and the Uniformity Conditions were presented as 
basic principles of reasoning, in line perhaps with Robinson’s statement [20, p. 2821 
that “from a formalist point of view we may look at our theory syntactically and may 
consider that what we have done is to introduce new deductive procedures rather than 
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new entities.” The role of the ultrapower is then relegated to the foundational one of 
providing a semantic justification of the axioms. 
Within the context of this new framework, the proof that every RFAI is isomorphic 
to an FLAI is conceptually far more intuitive than the standard approach using the 
choice function ch. The definition of 8 is based on a natural hyperfinite adaptation of 
the set v,‘, and the fact that 8 preserves the algebraic LAAI-operations interpreting the 
lambda calculus is proven in a straightforward way that follows from the Transfer of 
the very definitions of those operations themselves. 
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